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Libraries and archives have large collections  of historic maps 
and photos.  Creative digital exhibits allow users a unique 
framework to these collections, with mapping platforms 
providing a spatial context to collections and serving as a 
visually appealing browse mechanism.  Librarians and staff from 
the Map & GIS Library at Texas A&M University used Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) technology to present “Mapping 
Historic Aggieland,” a digital collection of historic maps, aerial 
photos, and photos of significant sites and buildings on campus. 
These materials, which span a century, are gathered to tell the 
story of the growth of the university over 100 years.  Geospatial 
technology is used to display the digitized copies of the maps in 
georeferenced form, and photos in their correct geographic 
location on campus. Users, from alumni to current students, 
make use of the digital collection and gain understanding of the 
expansion of the campus and styles of architecture over the 
years.  Archival photos of campus buildings include the dates 
that they were built which allow the user to browse the 
collection over time period using a time slider 
Data was compiled from different sources and then 
integrated into a database that was linked to 
thematic layers of information. 
Librarians, staff and student workers juxtaposed 
expertise on metadata, data curation, image editing, 
geospatial technology, web server, flex coding, 
cloud storage, etc.    
• Ongoing research continues to 
expand the scope of campus history 
• Creation of internships for 
undergraduate and graduate 
students 
• Upgrading to latest ArcGIS Server 
versioning 
• Increase efficiency by tiling aerial 
imagery 
• Mapping important traditions such 
as Bonfire, President’s Homes, Fish 
Pond. 
• Mobile App 
• Other lightweight software is being 
evaluated such as Omeka/Neatline, 
Leaflet, ViewShare or HistoryPin 
• Community Outreach through 
participation on public events 
• Strengthen networking with key 
groups 
The platform selected to integrate all types of 
information is Esri’s ArcGIS Viewer for Flex, a 
ready-to-deploy client application that can be 
customized with basic programming skills. Out 
of the box functions, called widgets, allows to 
easily offer useful features such as time-
enabled navigation, search by name engine or 
selectable layers.
 POSITIVE OUTCOMES 
• Institutional Visibility 
• Alumni support 
• Student engagement on  
campus history 
• Awareness of GIS technology 
• Model to apply in other projects 
• Integration of dispersed information 
and archived materials
• 56% Americans own a smart phone 
• 87% U.S. adults use internet 
• 74% adults use smart phone  to get direction or other spatial information 
   ...Libraries must leverage on trends of technology to engage patrons and continue  
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